School Budget Meeting 1/14/19
Present: Jen Livingston, Lesa Clarkson, Heather McLaughlin, Jody Dickson, Tami Lawson, Lena Benisch,
Kendra Long, Tea Wilkins, Jason Moat, Melissa Vince, Beth , Matt Rip, Christine Neff





Reviewed CCC K-8 core values and Jeffco Generations Core Values (Readiness for Learning;
Conditions for Learning; Learning)
Brainstormed what we feel are our core values
In small groups, prioritized core values
Discussed priorities with large group

PTSA General Membership Meeting 1/14/19
Members present: Jen Livingston, Lesa Clarkson, Heather McLaughlin, Jody Dickson, Tami Lawson, Lena
Benisch, Kendra Long, Tea Wilkins, Jason Moat, Melissa Vince, Matt Rip, Christine Neff
--School directory
 will be printed this week
 thank you to Jody Dickson and Joanna Waggoner for all their hard work!!!
 Thank you to room parents for encouraging parents to provide their information!
 98/138 students responded
 Early next year we need to discuss and set up a procedure to accumulate directory information
in order to get the information out sooner in the school year and with less effort needed
--Events
 Jeff & Paige: Jen is still working on this
 Adolescent Neurology Parent Education 2/25 or 26—discussed possible dates and whether to
combine with Health & Wellness night
 Shakespeare-working on dates
 Men Make a Difference Breakfast will be on 2/1/19, 8:00-8:50am
 Talent show/silent auction
o Discussed possible dates: 4/19 is Good Friday and therefore not an appropriate date;
Jen will suggest 4/12/19 to Jen Norris
o Suggestions to improve auction:
 let patrons pick up own bid sheets; PTSA member would highlight final bid
immediately after close of bidding time to prevent patrons adding their names
after closing
 have 3 payment lines for cash/check/credit
 Health and Wellness Night:
o Christine Neff will spearhead, with Lena and Tami and anyone else contributing
o No date yet
o Event may include a hydrology snow cave

--Frank Shorter Race for Kids (Christine Neff)
 This project encourages kids to run a total of 23 miles over several months
 discussed possibility of Recess Monitors or community volunteers supervising kids’ laps during
recess; this would involve handing out popsicle sticks per lap, counting sticks, documenting
number of laps
--After-school Activities
 Spanish/French: Carlos requested $200 from PTSA for materials; discussed whether PTSA should
be supplementing enrollment for only a few students to benefit; PTSA will make up the
difference if there is a shortfall; $20 tuition per student to Cheryl made out to CCCK-8
 Possible pottery instructor; Jen Livingston will confirm if instructor can use the art room kiln
--Budget
 Innovation Stations: Jen calculated costs for past events (average of $300 per session) and has
requested $1000 to pay for activities for the remainder of the school year
 Jody will communicate with room parents and ask them to talk with teachers about their wish
lists
 Lena will create a wish list for PE supplies
 Discussed current system for managing “check-out” for recess eqpt and how to make students
more accountable in order to preserve the eqpt
--Kudos and Thanks!!
 to Joanna Waggoner and Jody Dickson for hard work on directory
 to room parents for reminding families to provide information

